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JSSJ-090.wmv A: It appears that the issue is related to the trailing "." at the end of the URL, as it seems to cause the curl to fail. This behavior is
somewhat similar to what happens when you call the /www/video/blahblahblah.flv URL. The following works: $ curl "" JSSJ-090.wmv And this

doesn't: $ curl "" curl: (7) Failed to connect to www.secrepo.com port 80: Connection refused The newly renovated website for Prairie Settlement
Camp and Ranch has launched. From Prairie Settlement Camp and Ranch: "The purpose of Prairie Settlement Camp and Ranch is to provide

leadership, support and resources for the establishment of a learning community of individuals who are committed to the holistic development of
students. Our goal is to help students develop a strong sense of self, a capacity for work and service, and an understanding of how to live well with

each other and with the earth. We strive to create and maintain a safe and nurturing community where individual differences are valued and treated as
the norm. We provide individual mentoring and professional development for our staff and foster respect and collaboration between all participants."

* click on the banner at the top of this page to go to the main page Ranch Learn about what the Ranch offers for children and families, and how
Prairie Settlement Camp and Ranch and the Ranch are linked. Camp Learn about the camp experience at Prairie Settlement Camp and Ranch and

how Prairie Settlement Camp and Ranch and the camp are linked. Youth Programs Learn about the youth programs at Prairie Settlement Camp and
Ranch. Schedule a Visit You can set up a time to visit the Prairie Settlement Camp and Ranch. You can contact Anna or Brianna to help make this

happen!Q: How can I build a difference image with AERGB using OpenCV I want to create a difference image using AERGB and use it as a mask.
What would be the best way to implement this with OpenCV 2.0? Thanks,
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